
NEW PRODUCTS
ARCTIC is constantly expanding its range of products. From cooling systems for desktop PCs up to 
headphones – not only that ARCTIC plays in the top league of the cooling specialists ever since, with 
the competence of an unique expert knowledge from 15 years of (pc) noise minimization we are buil-
ding out our portfolio through high-quality sound products and office equipment. Thereby value for 
money is a key factor, a constant our customers can rely on.

You receive from us up-to-date information about new releases before the official market entry. 

With interest and further questions, contact me.

NEW THIS MONTH

Just in time for the summer season there is a new sports headphone in 
the range. Like the predecessor the P324 BT (Gen 2) features a specific 
focus on active music fans needs. Battery charge problems which lead 
to recall of the first P324 BT generation have been identified as a soft-
ware error and could be completely dispelled in the second generation. 

Main features 
• On-ear sports headphone with microphone
• Removable and washable ear pads
• Secure hold due to comfortable neck band

      More information >

Main features 
• Quiet and efficient ventilation 
• Versatilely applicable
• Long operation time

      More information >
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P324 BT (GEN 2)
SPORTS HEADPHONE

F14  
CASE FAN SERIES



Active with Bluetooth 4.0
The Bluetooth 4.0 guarantees a great connectivity. Connect the P324 BT (Gen 2) 
easily to iPhones, iPods, iPads, Android phones like the Samsung, Motorola, Nokia, 
LG or any phone, tablet or device with Bluetooth. With the built-in microphone 
you can have a phone call with only one click anytime.

Safe transport
The convenience of the foldable and lightweight headphones allows to carry them 
wherever you go. The included hard case will keep them protected at all times.

Comfortable while training
The sports headphones are not only extra lightweight, but also very nice to 
wear during any sporty activity due to their comfortable neck band. Even at high 
intensities of sports they stay where they belong. Thanks to the removable and 
washable ear pads, no displeasing smell or discoloration can arise. 

The best sound 
Sportsmen and women who exercise outdoors need to be aware of noises like 
traffic. Therefore, the P324 (Gen 2) delivers great sound without cancelling the 
environment sounds completely. 

P324 BT (GEN 2)
ON-EAR SPORTS HEADPHONE WITH MICROPHONE

Specifications
Headphone type On-Ear

Bluetooth version 4.0

Frequency Response 18 Hz - 22 kHz

Driver Size 28 mm

Impedance 32 Ω

Battery 400mAh Lithium-ion Polymer Battery 

Playback Time 20 hours 

Standby Time Up to 400 hours

Weight 78 g



PWM

Specifications
Model Size Fan Speed Noise Level Control Type Bearing Warranty

F14 140x140x27 mm 1350 RPM 0,3 Sone Fixed Speed Fluid Dynamic Bearing 6 years

F14 PWM 140x140x27 mm 1350 RPM 0,3 Sone PWM Fluid Dynamic Bearing 6 years

F14 PWM PST 140x140x27 mm 1350 RPM 0,3 Sone PWM Fluid Dynamic Bearing 6 years

F14 PWM PST CO 140x140x27 mm 1350 RPM 0,3 Sone PWM Dual Ball Bearing 6 years

F14 Silent 140x140x27 mm 800 RPM 0,08 Sone Fixed Speed Fluid Dynamic Bearing 6 years

FEATURES

PWM
The PWM function allows the motherboard to run the fan 
precisely at its necessary speed. This guarantees the required 
cooling and minimizes the noise level.  

CO
The premium quality Japanese dual ball bearing allows cont-
inuous operation 24/7 without the slightest compromise in 
performance. The CO case fan,s life span is up to 5 times longer 
compared to models using a generic bearing.  

Silent
At low fan speed, the motor noise is key. A motor developed 
in Germany with a new alloy/lubricant combination reduced 
friction and noise. 

PST
The PST assures that all of your fans listen to one control 
signal. This assure that your case fans stand down at low load 
and spin up whenever necessary.

AVAILABLE SOON

Liquid Freezer 360 All-in-One CPU-Kühler  P324 BT (Gen 2) Color Versions
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